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Americas Best Biker Dating Just got Better

This is not another dating site, a forum, or simply a classifieds page… it's a fully integrated
online community for and about the American biker!

Phoenix, AZ (PRWEB) March 20, 2005 -- Most of us are looking for someplace to go for the comradeship, the
latest listings of things to do nationally, a place to find parts, buy and sell bikes, look at the pictures of what
others find fun and interesting at far off rallies, or just the eye candy of the great guys and gals who share the
ride with us!

www.BikeAmericaOnline.com provides this and so much more! With the newest chat, forum, and instant
messaging capabilities members have the world at their fingertips. Talk in real time; find other like-minded
people interested in diverse activities, all the while sharing a love of the machine that has grabbed our hearts so
intensely! Here at Bike America, we have begun to see ourselves as members of a large and growing family, a
community , all coming together at Spiders' place… it's large enough for all of it's members to roam freely,
searching for just the right person, bike, or conversation that grabs our interests!

Bike America also provides you with the tools to build your own personal website! One where you are the
webmaster, and control your own pages… saying what you like… of damn near anything that grabs ya!
Building a website is a learning experience that I highly recommend. It will also allow you to meet more riders
from around the country.

I find myself at Bike America Online on a daily basis. I am a photojournalist and I travel the country
extensively. Having Bike America at my fingertips on or off the road helps me to connect with bikers in the
area I am going to visit… and we get together to share our special roads… the ones only the locals know about!
When I am in their part of the country I contact them and off we go on another adventure of friendship and
touring the "lost America" of our dreams. It is an exciting feature of Bike America… one that is of sharing the
dream… the concept of a true community that has diverse interests all laced together by the common bond of
the motorcycles we love.

So here is the concept of www.BikeAmericaOnline.com : Bikers, sharing the road, ideas, our pictures, our loves
and our lives with other members of our community.We are looking for other riders, not just "dates." We are
looking to expand our lives by putting ourselves out there for others to explore: as we explore this wide and
diverse country and her inhabitants, looking for like-minded people to share the experience with. I'm an
American Biker, and I want to know as many of my brothers and sisters around this country as I can. The more
people I know, the more opportunities that become open to me. It's about sharing knowledge, tech tips, road
tips, ideas on every subject under the sun. It's about networking, meeting people from every corner of our great
country… learning what is at issue in their corner of the world and discovering that we all share something
more in common then our motorcycles! Bike America is unique in its diversity.

Come tour our growing community of American Bikers. Take a look around and explore. I'm glad I did, and I
believe you will be too!
- Marilyn Bragg
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Contact Information
Spider
BIKE AMERICA ONLINE
http://www.bikeamericaonline.com
602-269-3461

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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